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Background
One of the common challenges in special foundation projects is related to the use of sophisticated
construction methods (e.g. foundation piles, retaining walls and systems, anchoring techniques) with
specialized equipment and personnel, which, in many cases, interact with each other within a limited
time frame and within a restricted site area. In such a context, the position of the site plays a key role
in the assessment and evaluation of initial design and planning alternatives. For instance, projects
placed in sensitive locations (e.g. trafficked city environment or complex infrastructural areas) require
extreme attention in the arrangement of the facilities and in the preparation of the construction works.
Often, assumptions taken at an early stage during tender and contract negotiation are partially
contradicted by the reality of the jobsite, its constrains or the intricated interaction between the
different components involved in the construction process. This usually leads to an unexpected
complexity in correctly planning resources and the work sequence as well as to an overall increase in
costs and duration of the project. It is worth mentioning that unforeseen hindrances typically include
additional variables that have to be carefully taken into consideration by the project management
team in order to avoid even more serious consequences.
This paper presents and discusses several attempts and solutions implemented on real projects in
order to reach a comprehensive understanding of the boundary conditions affecting special foundation
jobsites and to mitigate the related risks by combining existing terrain and infrastructural information
at the site location with the 3D BIM structural model to be built.

Project description
The research focused on the investigation and implementation of several approaches with the purpose
of integrating the several BIM models provided by different stakeholders within the geographical and
infrastructural context of the site.
The first intuitive approach consisted in obtaining the 2D map of the site area and its surroundings
from web services and, after processing, in importing the elaborated picture directly in a 3D modelling
software like Autodesk Revit or in a 4D simulation software such as Bentley Synchro-PRO. However,
this procedure has clear limitations associated with the impossibility to detect 3D features of the
facilities surrounding the site (levels of infrastructural systems, soil and buildings) and, at the same
time, it does not allow an overall understanding of the spatial conditions of the target area.

Figure 1: Combination of 3D Revit model with processed 2D map of the facilities surrounding the jobsite area.

Due to the importance of the third dimension especially in combination with BIM models, alternative
methods were considered. As a possible solution, OpenStreetMap (online service) was used to retrieve
at no costs a simplified 3D model of the territory where the construction area is situated. Despite the
3D model obtained in this way could be efficiently integrated in the 3D and 4D simulation software,
the method provided a relatively schematic and rough representation of the boundary conditions at
the site where many information are not available.

Figure 2: Combination of 3D Revit model with 3D model of the facilities surrounding the jobsite area obtained from
OpenStreetMap.

A more detailed 3D visualization of the geographical region could be obtained by means of Autodesk
InfraWorks. The software allows users to create a 3D model referred to a specific polygonal area drawn
on a 2D map and to export it in different 3D object formats. The generated model contains terrain
information, like elevation and colors, a simplified representation of buildings (not always realistic) and
give users the possibility to modify or delete sections of the resulting 3D mesh and buildings even after
being imported in other BIM software. To note that further investigation is necessary in order to
confirm that everything which is not automatically regarded by InfraWorks as building (e.g. trees and
forests) is considered as a flat surface following the natural morphology of the soil and watercourses.

Figure 3: Combination of 3D IFC model with 3D model of the geographical area provided by Autodesk InfraWorks.

A final attempt involved the use of photogrammetry techniques to achieve an acceptable level of
accuracy of the 3D model of the site in agreement with the reality of the surrounding landscape and
structures. According to the American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS),
photogrammetry is defined as the art, science, and technology of obtaining reliable information about
physical objects and the environment through processes of recording, measuring and interpreting
photographic images.
Such methods find application, for instance, in the reconstruction of geographical point clouds, which
are usually obtained from high resolution photos taken by drones flying in a predefined path above
the target location. In civil engineering, point clouds resulting from this kind of elaboration are
generally used as a reference to detect the actual status of the works and, eventually, to monitor its
evolution over time.
In this research, photogrammetry was used to process a large set of 2D screenshots showing different
views obtained from online mapping services recorded at specific angular intervals (each of them
associated to a definite camera position) until a complete coverage (360°) of the target area and a
sufficient overlap between images could be achieved. The images were then uploaded on a Microsoft
Azure Virtual Machine (access provided by STRABAG business unit "Digital Object Surveying and UAV")
and processed with the photogrammetry software Pix4D. After the first computational phase, a rough
point cloud was created and a proper rescaling was applied by means of several scale constrains.
Assignment of geographical coordinates is also possible but, in many cases, not mandatory. A second
computational phase was necessary to obtain the final densified point cloud in the desired format.

Figure 4: Tie points and camera positions considered for the reconstruction of the point cloud with Pix4D.

Due to the need to combine the densified point cloud with the structural BIM models for 4D simulation
purposes, the point cloud was finally converted into a 3D mesh. This conversion gave the possibility to
import the 3D site area in a 4D simulation software like Synchro-PRO, which cannot currently deal with
point cloud formats.

Figure 5: Results from photogrammetry analysis with Pix4D: orthomosaic and corresponding sparse Digital surface Model
(DSM) before densification and number of overlapping images computed for each pixel of the orthomosaic

Figure 6: 3D view of the converted mesh

Results and conclusions
The last of the approaches previously described showed a reasonable degree of reliability and an
acceptable level of accuracy (less than 1 m). The reliability, in particular, depends on the frequency at
which the online mapping services update the imagery of a specific geographical region, which is on
average every 1-3 years, with urban areas characterized by the fastest update rate.

Figure 7: combination of point cloud of the site area with the 3D structural model during 4D simulation

The advantages of this technique are mainly related to the possibility to obtain a realistic 3D
visualization of the boundary conditions surrounding the jobsite without the need to be physically on
site or to fly a drone. It is also important to note that the high accuracy provided by drone images (2-3
cm) is not necessary during the initial tender and planning phases of a special foundation project and
drone flights can be postponed until an actual demand due to detailed design requirements takes
place. It is also worth mentioning that, in some cases, the option to fly drones is hindered by safety
restrictions (e.g. near airport, hospital) or local regulations.
Further investigations and tests are still necessary to define suitable tools to edit parts of point clouds
and corresponding meshes in order to produce, for instance, openings allowing the visualization of
underground 3D elements created by other BIM software. An additional development which is
currently under consideration comprises the combination of point clouds and 3D BIM models in a
unique GIS environment.
For all the above-mentioned reasons, the approach involving the generation of a preliminary point
cloud based on 3D views for initial tender and planning preparation seems very promising due to an
extremely comfortable, economical and fast procedure, which can be directly performed from the
office by anyone having access to Pix4D.

